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PLATE 1. A view of the wheat field at flowering stage of the crop

PLATE 2. Variation in root and shoot of wheat plant at three densities
  (i) One plant/pot,
  (ii) Five plants/pot,
  (iii) Nine plants/pot in pure cultures

PLATE 3. Variation in size of ear of wheat grown at three densities
  (i) One plant/pot,
  (ii) Five plants/pot,
  (iii) Nine plants/pot in pure cultures

PLATE 4. Variation in size of wheat ear grown at
  (i) One wheat plant/pot,
  (ii) One wheat +10 *Vicia hirsuta* /pot,
  (iii) One wheat +15 *Vicia hirsuta* /pot,
  (iv) One wheat +20 *Vicia hirsuta* /pot in mixed cultures
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